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Reagan Alley I I have no interest in painting 
reality. Instead I explore emotions, particularly 
fear and sadness, those dark and dripping 
anxieties smothered deep below the surface 
and too heavy to offer to others in a casual 
conversation. I reveal those emotions inside 
my subjects and inside myself. My paintings 
serve as a mirror for my own fear of the future, 
of cancer, of failure, of mediocrity, of 
creeping depression, of being honestly selfish 
at heart, of never feeling truly known, of 
becoming a person that I wouldn't want to 
know. These paintings are my fears and 
wornes on canvas. 

Frank Beiser 1 Somewhere inside of me exists 
a rubber dummy named Fran. Fran takes the 
impact of all the mental and emotional 
difficulties that my living breathing self is too 
afraid to face directly. His soft and compliant 
body receives these blows far more 
gracefully than I can. So as to not overwhelm 
my sweet Fran, I give him short breaks by 
releasing him onto canvas. The results are 
symbolic translations of the negative thoughts 
and emotions that Fran most recently faced. 
After he has been depicted he is refreshed 
and ready to continue receiving heavy doses 
of secondhand sadness. 

Mattie Boyd I Scrolling through social media I 
see models living a lavish dream life and wish it 
could be me but I "don't have the body for 
that outfit, sweetheart". Rather than accept 
this I turned to photography as a way to insert 
myself into the fantasies I saw coming to life 
on my news feed, billboards, and print ads. By 
forcing my non-normative body into these 
familiar and highly consumed and accepted 
images as the central focus, I'm asking the 
viewer and myself to question who is and isn't 
allowed to be seen. 



Erin Burman I I meditate on natural and 
unnatural processes of growth, injury, and 
healing to better understand whether my own 
hand is helpful or harmful. 

Hope Hudson 1 [indistinct whispering] 

Olivia Thomas 1 If I make, perform, paint, or 
sculpt my internal experiences as 
approachable, common-place objects I'll 
have a better shot putting up with them. I 
suppose it's a dance with legibility. This, an 
attempt to locate myself within the density of 
the wor(l)d. Tethering the personal with the 
everyday makes for my 'third-space,' at once 
elevating the commonplace object and 
deflating even the most extra-ordinary 
sentiments. My hope is that my voice and the 
physical presence of the object become 
conflated and confused, causing you to 
wonder how seriously both the piece and the 
artist take themselves. 
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